Stewart Workstation

specifications

Classic Construction:
Classic units (side dividers, bottom and sub-top) are
constructed using fully doweled 0.75” particle board with
double sided thermal fused laminate (TFL) with matching
3mm PVC edge banding.
Sub-bottom and fixed shelves are constructed using fully
doweled 0.75” particle board with double sided high pressure
laminate (HPL) with matching 3mm PVC edge banding
(Shelves have edge banding on front edge only).
Integrated, 1” caster base, matching 3mm PVC edge banding,
3” heavy-duty plate casters (two locking and two non-locking)
Casters are installed onsite by others.
Tote trays are wedge shaped are 6”H. Translucent is the
standard color but there are four optional colors to choose
from which are; Royal Blue(B), Sunshine Yellow(Y), Grass
Green(G) and Flame Red(R).

Premium Units are constructed the same as the Classic

EXCEPT the Premium cabinet components are double sided
high pressure laminate (HPL) in place of the double sided
TFL.
Assembly:
Each unit is factory assembled using glue and dowel
construction.

Lotz Armor Edge™ Tops:
Lotz Armor Edge™ top is constructed
of 1.125” thick MDF (medium density
fiberboard) core. MDF is a superior
material for screw holding abilities exceeding
250 lbs., breaking strength and load tests. The back material
is phenolic which prevents moisture penetration to core
material and provides an anti gum surface. The top top
material is high pressure laminate that is bonded to the
MDF core making the total thickness of the top at 1.25”. The
.25” beveled radius edge is finished using our exclusive Lotz
Armor Edge™, a polyurea, which is extremely strong and
durable. This edge will not separate from the MDF core
material and makes the edge water tight. Lotz Armor
Edge™ comes black standard. Colors available.
3mm Tops:
The core material is 1.125” thick particle
board with a phenolic backer sheet and high
pressure laminate on top making the total
top thickness at 1.25”. Matching WB Standard
3mm PVC edge banding is applied to all sides, radius corners.
Optional top surface choices include whiteboard laminate
or black chemical resistant laminate and most Wilsonart
matte (-60) finish laminates with possible up charges. Other
vendors available upon request.
Shipping Class: Base: Density Based Class, Tops: 70
NMFC#: Base: 80440, Tops: 83620-2

Standard Features:

.75” fully doweled
construction

Optional Features:

Translucent Wedge Tote

3” heavy duty locking and
non-locking plate casters

Lotz AE™ Top

AE™
Wgt

3mm Top

Casebody
Dia.”

CLS7192-4224-AC

218

CLS6192-4224-AC

214

8 Totes, 2 Compartments High

24

48

32.25

CLS7192-4330-AC

254

CLS6192-4330-AC

250

12 Totes, 3 Compartments High

30

48

32.25

CLS7192-4336-AC

263

CLS6192-4336-AC

259

12 Totes, 3 Compartments High

36

48

32.25

CLS7192-4436-AC

288

CLS6192-4436-AC

284

16 Totes, 4 Compartments High

36

48

32.25

CLS7192-4440-AC

294

CLS6192-4440-AC

290

16 Totes, 4 Compartments High

40

48

32.25

Specifications are subject to change. Product
images are for illustrative purposes only and may
differ from the actual product.

3mm
Wgt

Wedge Tote Color Options
(T) Translucent (Standard)
(B) Royal Blue
(Y) Sunshine Yellow
(G) Grass Green
(R) Flame Red

Top
Size”

CLS7192-4336-AC

wibenchmfg.com

Markerboard top (-__MB)
Black Chem. Rest. top (-09C)

Description

Overall
Hgt.”
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